Correlating the functional properties of graphene on the nanoscale
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The industrial application of graphene in high-performance nanoelectronics requires waferscale fabrication, ideally on insulating substrates, and electronically uniform surface
properties [1]. Therefore, real-space imaging of the graphene topography as well as
mapping the electronic properties with a nanometer resolution is essential. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) not only visualizes surface topography, but can additionally resolve
functional properties, such as surface potential and work function, adhesion and elasticity.
Here, we investigated electronic and mechanical properties of a CVD grown wafer-scale
graphene film on sapphire [2] via functional AFM techniques. Using sideband Kelvin probe
force microscopy (KPFM) we were able to resolve a heterogeneous surface potential
distribution with distinct contrast between the bulk film, graphene wrinkles as well as on the
underlying sapphire terraces and step edges [3]. The surface potential distribution correlated
with the mechanical behavior, including deformation and adhesion, which gave a distinct
contrast on the same features, resolved via PinPoint nanomechanical AFM. The correlation of
the surface potential and the sample’s nanomechanical response may originate from a
delamination at step edges, affecting the local electronic properties. Especially the local
change of the surface potential has to be considered when incorporating graphene in
nanoelectronic devices.
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Figures

Figure 1: 3D overlay of the graphene topography, which displayed wrinkles and underlying sapphire
steps as indicated, with the surface potential imaged via sideband KPFM.
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